Akiko Nagino
Japanese paper-cut artist Akiko Nagino the body of work is based on Nagino’s longstanding
interest in patterns found in the everyday; the sky, walls, roads, leaves, vegetables, and insects
(especially those which scare her, such as patterns found in butterfly wings).In her art practice, she
muses on what a pattern is - beautiful, intimidating, absolute, and distorted. The power of a pattern
can draw the observer in, captivate and fascinate them. Nagino’s love of Japanese culture and
training in Japanese lacquer work are evident in her highly traditional and disciplined style.
Akiko came from Japan 4years ago , I studied craft at the University in Japan. After that I was making
jewellery with a Japanese lacquer which is a sap and used in traditional craft work.
She loves the Japanese culture and in the course of learning Japanese lacquer I have developed a
traditional style, and have learned to apply a range of different techniques. Currently I am
experimenting with more primitive expressions.
My next body of work at Nepier will be similar to that of my currant exhibition at
YSG which involves a hanging and lighting installation.

Nightmare
Paper paper &steel
135x D145 cm
$ 2500
Untitled
Paper & steel
135x D145 cm
$500

Untitled
Black paper
80x 50 cm
$ 1500
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Yvonne Kendall
The swan carries many associations and attributes passed down from mythology, classical fairytales,
and stories. Grace, elegance and dignity, strength, and perhaps a mysterious melancholy are
connotations attached to this animal. The white plumage by itself is associated with purity and
beauty. In many traditions and stories that fascinate us yet, the swan is a symbol of transformation,
the most well-known being Hans Christian Andersen’s fairytale "The Ugly Duckling", which has been
translated into 150 languages.
Yvonne Kendall’s work is autobiographical, rooted in her life philosophy. It is a process in which she
becomes aware of herself, gaining a deeper understanding by uncovering her inner depths and
bringing what she discovers into the outer world as art. It always takes longer phases of work for her
to complete a series, and only in the course of the creative process does Kendall become conscious
of the connections and links between the theme of the series and her own life. All her series grow
out of each other and form an impressive flow, guided by emotion and intuition. Trust in the
processes during a work phase, complete attention and awareness are a prerequisite for her way of
creative working – it is a state of highest concentration and tension while remaining completely open
to where these processes will take her. In this way, the objects and installations of the past years
reflect the life of the Australian sculptor who has now lived and worked for 11 years in Germany.
„Where will I settle?“
Yvonne is represented by Niagara Galleries www.niagaragalleries.com.au

On Holy Waters
book, curtain fabric and
thread assemblage
$4,400

Swan with Signet 2011
Fabric and thread
70 x 85 x 36 cm
$6,600

Home Swan 2011
Curtain fabric and thread
50 x 106 x 35 cm$6,600
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Bruce Armstrong
Truth
$35,000

Tiger
$35,000

Muse
$35,000
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Genevieve Mclean
New environments are constantly changing for Mclean. Leaving inner city Melbourne
and getting down and dirty in the country soil, has energized McLean to play and plant her own
magical slant on nature as she explores ways to meld, morph and mimick and assemble her
magical objects into beautiful decorative sculptures.
McLeans handmade interpretations of birds, animals and anatomy, are works of visual consumption,
opulent, precious and extravagant but conveying her serious intent as an artist.
McLeans work on display represents a journey of listening to herself, and when she loves what she
does, well it all comes out. The work finds her….
Genevieve McLean is a full time artist based in the Yarra Valley, primarily working with sculpture,
installation and painting. Genevieve completed her Diploma of Visual Art in
1999 and her Bachelor of Fine Arts at RMIT in Drawing with Distinction in 2003.
Capturing, mimicking and mutating elements from nature, anatomy, flora & fauna has McLean
transforming them into sculptures with her own magical slant . She mixes medias such as fake fur,
glitter, craft media, paint, resin, wire and foam, resulting in whimsical bedazzled sculptures that have
a sense of preciousness and a kitsch beauty.
For Mclean winning the Small Sculpture Award this year, has been real incentive to trust in herself to
make good work and to respect that her ideas have value. To allow her work to find its own narrative
by giving it some air. To be bold and a little bit outrageous with no holding back.
Adams Lament
Mixed media in acrylic
box & stand
40 x 40 x 1.26cm
$1,300.00
Mocking Death
Mixed media in glass dome
50 x 32 x 32cm
$970.00

Paradise Bird
Mixed media
70 x 45 x 45cm
$890.00

&
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Yellow Seuss Monkey
Mixed media in glass dome
49 x 25 x 24cm
$980.00
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Squirrel and friends eating cake
Mixed media in glass dome
28 x 27 x 21cm
$870.00

Picnic Capers
Mixed media in glass dome
28 x 27 x 27cm
$870.00

White Winged Heart
Mixed media
55 x 45 x 15cm
$850.00

Unassuming Grandiosa
Mixed media
x 75 x 75cm (approx)
$1,100.00

&

Notions of Body - (6 pieces)
Mixed media
Different sizes
$1,200.00 or ($230.00 each)
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Springs Allure
Mixed media
40 x 40 x 14cm
$850.00

Ripe
Mixed media on board
84 x 60 x 14cm
$980.00

Sensual Burst
Mixed Media on board
58 x 40 x 17cm
$850.00

Plants with Attitude
Mixed media
(Small) 20 x 6 x 6 cm (approx)
$75.00 each

&

Yellow Bambi
Mixed media
43 x 33 x 18 cm
$1,300.00
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Faustas Sadauskas
Quadrapod is a mobile terrestrial being derived from a study of intersecting upright tubular and
horizontal cone forms that combine the inorganic mechanical with the kinetic biological. The
elongation of the figure with a spherical and an askew footing perplex in function. Other
appendages, such as head and tail, open into horizontal space.
The material used is rear Victorian marble quarried by the Artist".
Originating from a ceramics background, Faustas Sadauskas has had a tactile affinity and respect
in the use of natural materials to further his oeuvre into contemporary sculpture through locally
sourced timber and stone, in particular, Australian marble. His body of work consists mainly of
abstract works with recent figurative sculptures, installations and works on paper. He has
participated in numerous group exhibitions throughout Australia and overseas, and has completed
ten solo exposés. He has lectured, published and travelled extensively. His works are found in
public and private collections and he has completed major public and corporate art commissions
in stone.

Quadrapod
Marble (Buchan, Victoria)
70 x 152 x 30 cm
16,500
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Mike Nicholls

Through all humanities technological advancements over the ages, we are all still guided by an
ingrained DNA of tribalism within society. My art has over 30 years has concentrated on mans’,
spiritually, vulnerability, destructiveness and the impact that we are afflicting upon our environment. l
have developed a set of deeply personal icons garnered from working in remote indigenous
communities, self-education, a methodical work practice and a connectedness to land. l have chosen a
body of work, which focuses on the spirituality of man, nature and a series called ‘Precipice’-humanity
at the tipping point.
Mike Nicholls born in 1960 was a founding member of ‘Roar Studios’ in 1982 and has since held 38
solo exhibitions, including ‘Primitive Soul’, McClelland sculpture park and art gallery, ‘Stripped Bare’
Gippsland Regional Gallery and ’Carved’, at Maroondah art gallery. He has been involved in over 150
group exhibitions most recently in Dreamcrossed, The imagined body, Benalla Art Gallery, Lorne
Sculpture Biennially, Blake prize Sydney and the Mixed Tape 80’s N.G.V. Mikes work is held in
collections such as the, NGV, ANG, Tarrawarra [Healesville]. McClelland Art Gallery and sculpture park,
LA Trobe University, Museum of Modern at Heide, and the Regional Galleries of Warrnambool,
Shepparton, Benalla, Bankstown, Grafton, Campbelltown and the Gold coast Gallery as well as many
private and corporate collections. www.mikenicholls.com.au

Sea Eagle Totem
Charred Lemon scented gum
h173 x w34 x d28 cm
$10,000
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Shrine
Charred and painted
Cypress Pine
h226 x w43 x d40 cm
$15,000
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Earth Mother
Charred and painted Sugar Gum
h142 x w46 x d32 cm
$9,000

Shield-Figure
Charred Spotted gum
h187 x 43 x d13 cm
$7,500

Precipice-nest of bones
Charred mallee root
h30 x w40 x d26 cm
$4,000

‘Precipice-living on the edge’ 2015
Red box and Crepe Myrtle wood
h29 x w38 x d34 c m
$5,600

Precipice- humanity nurturing
Gum, charred Mallee root and red gum
h37 x w40 x d34 cm
$5,200
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Julie Shiels

My sculpture and photographic works bring into view things that are on the brink of
disappearance. Utilising waste objects and found text my art projects explore the idea that
when something is discarded — it does not disappear but continues to exist in other forms and
other places both physically and metaphorically.
The single resin form that is replicated in Hooks 1-6 is both a sculptural object and a void.
Viewed from different angles these castes exhibit multiple material forms depending on how
they are arranged. Hooks is part of a project called Ubiquitous Objects, Ambivalent Things. The
ambivalent things in this project emerge from ubiquitous objects: clear plastic packages or
blister packs. Rather than working with trash as constituent materials, this project focuses on the
space left behind by the act of consumption by abstracting and amplifying the void in
discarded packaging in order to invite a poetic reflection on the materiality and mutability of
discards.
Julie has a Masters of Art (RMIT University, 2006) where she teaches and a PhD (Victorian
College of the Arts, 2015). She has exhibited locally and internationally most recently Margaret
Lawrence Gallery Melbourne (2015) and AC Institute New York (2015). Her most recent public
sculpture commissions were: The Last Move - Albert Tower, Melbourne (2013) & Small
Moments on a Long Street, Bayside City Council (2015). Julie has received grants from City of
Port Phillip (2014), City of Melbourne (2011, 2007) and the Australia Council (2005, 2010).
Her work has been acquired by public collections including National Gallery of Australia, State
Library of New South Wales, State Library of Victoria, Baillieu Library, Australian Embassy,
Vietnam, City of Banyule and Port Phillip Art Collections and many private collections.

Hooks 1-6
Acrylic
40 x 24 x 21cm
$750 each
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Dean Bowen
My work addresses themes relating to our relationship with the natural environment, everyday life,
and plays with aspects of scale reflecting on both the monumental as well as the miniature. My
artworks of animals and birds are often anthropomorphized and explore the idiosyncratic interplay
between mankind and the animal kingdom often in humorous and optimism ways. My works
reference childhood memories and the everyday pleasures of human habitation within the urban
and natural worlds. The sculptures were created using the lost wax method of casting.
Dean Bowen has been exhibiting in solo and group exhibitions throughout Australia and
internationally for over thirty years. He has held over seventy solo exhibitions in Australia, France,
Japan, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. His work is represented in over seventy national and
international collections including, National Gallery of Australia, Canberra; artsACT, ACT
Government; Parliament House Art Collection Canberra; Heide Museum of Modern Art, Melbourne;
Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney; Geelong Gallery; City of Melbourne and Fukuoka Museum
of Art, Japan. He has received a number of major sculpture commissions including the Lavington
Library Sculpture Commission, Albury 2014, Deakin University, Burwood, Sculpture Commission
2014, the Wyndham City Sculpture Commission 2012, ArtsACT Sculpture Commission 2011,
Hobson's Bay City Council, Sculpture Commission 2010; Canterbury Primary School, Centennial
Sculpture Commission 2008; City of Greater Shepparton Sculpture Commission 2006; Popular
Choice Award, Helen Lempriere National Sculpture Award 2003;
www.deanbowen.com.au

Cat 2004
Bronze
26 X 95 X 36 cm
Edition 9
$14,300 inc gst

&

Little Sister 2010
Bronze
14 X 40 X 8 cm
Edition 9
$5,500 inc gst
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Big Sister 2009
Bronze
16 X 61 X 10 cm
Edition 9
$8,800 inc gst

Long Nosed Echidna (Grey) 2015
Bronze
9.5 X 20 X 3.5 cm
Edition 9
$3,850 inc gst

&

The Child 2006
Bronze
56 X 57 X 16 cm
Edition 9
$20,000 inc gst

Pinocchi-Nose 2016
Bronze
Edition 9
12.5 X 83 X 9.5 cm
$11,000 inc gst
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Jacqui Ralph
As the human population increases so does its need for resources. Sentient (non-human) beings,
viewed as product, are seen only as an extension of man, not as beings in their own right. As the
economy becomes, for many people, a single driving factor, ethics can be marginalized. Teasing out a
particular idea at a time, I try to explore an emotional or physical state through the vehicle of a
nonhuman animal form. To do this, opposing qualities such as bulk and thinness, fragility and strength,
stillness and movement are juxtaposed. The horse, a recurring theme in my work, has some of these
contrasting qualities already represented physically. Through physical distortion and weight
placement, awkwardness or otherwise is explored, either subtly - vulnerability in Wide Open Spaces,
or obviously - in the juxtaposition of parts in Who Stole my Silk, a sculpture about spider silk being
produced in goat’s milk.
Jackie Ralph completed a Bachelor of Fine Art at Victoria College in Melbourne before travelling
extensively and living for a short time in both London and New York where, in both cities, she
maintained a studio practice. She moved to Japan in 1998 where she held her first solo show. After
returning to Australia, Ralph completed a Graduate Diploma in Visual Art and then a Master of Visual
Art at the Victorian College of the Arts. Since then Ralph has exhibited in solo and group shows and
has been a finalist in several competitions. Awards include a Special Commendation at Lorne
Sculpture 2011, the sculpture televised on Art Nation (ABC TV), and the MARS Gallery Career
Development Award in 2014. The World Trade Centre acquired one of her large horse sculptures in
2013, and she recently finished a commission for another horse sculpture in the Yarra Valley.
www.jackieralph.com

The Four Horses of the Apocalypse
Corruption (Plague) H140cm x W 70cm x D 126cm Mixed media
Greed (War) H 140cm x W 130cm x D 140cm Mixed media
Want (Famine) H120 cm x W 50 cm x D 156cm Mixed media
Emptyness (Death) H 130 x W 173cm x D 105cm Mixed media
$2,000 for 4 horses
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Who Stole my Silk?
Mixed Media
H 60cm x W 75 cm x D 40cm
$1,650

Wide Open Spaces
Unique Bronze
H 16cm x W 26cm x D 6cm
$3,500

What’s that?
Bronze (ed. 6)
H 21.5cm x W 36cm x D 7cm
$2,800
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Geoff Ricardo

Figurative expressionist printmaker and sculptor Geoffrey Ricardo was born in Victoria and received a
Bachelor of Arts from the Chisholm institute and a graduate diploma in printmaking from Monash
University. He has held solo exhibitions since 1990 in Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide. His work has
been included in group exhibitions at Monash University, Melbourne; the Print Council of Australia,
Melbourne; Mornington Peninsula Regional Gallery, VIC; Heide Museum of Modern Art, VIC; the
Victorian Tapestry Workshop, Melbourne and internationally in Tokyo. Ricardo was awarded the National
Student Art Prize in 1989, the Mornington Regional Prize in 1994 and the Warrnambool Prize in 1988. He
has lectured in printmaking at Monash University, the Victorian College of the Arts, RMIT and the
National Art School Summer School. His work is held by the National Gallery of Australia, Canberra; the
Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney; the National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne; the Queensland Art
Gallery, Brisbane; the Print Council of Australia, Melbourne and several university and regional collection.
Geoff is represented by Australian Galleries www.australiangalleries.com.au

Obscurer
copper
175.0 x 115.0 x 106.0 cm
$45,000.00

&

Tall tales
painted and patnated copper
186.0 x 103.0 x 55.0 cm
$12,500.00
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Cross breeds 2/10
bronze
10.0 x 26.0 x 22.0 cm
$4500.00

Vice versa 3/10
2007
bronze
10.0 x 13.0 x 9.0 cm
$3750.00
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Mark Cuthbertson
This current cluster of works draws on metaphors of colonization and domestication on a national
front, personal association & a subversive look at our national history, its innocence & loss.
The works have been produced over the past 2 years, delving into the common aspects of our built
environment, concrete, plastic & iron. I'm intrigued by the potential of common materials,
their application, behaviour & how they respond under a variety of given conditions, in an attempt
to draw out the hidden significance that lies within objects of the everyday.
www.markcuthbertsondesign.com

Subterraneous l - in
transparent yellow.
Mixed media
Size : h- 2m x l- 1.7m x w- .6
Price : $1,550

&

Subterraneous ll - in pale
yellow. Mixed Media
Size : h- 1.7m x l- 1.4m x w.6m
Price : $1,450
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The family series ( 2 works )
Soft form cast concrete, steel, gold leaf, cotton thread,
coloured oxide
Varied Sizes : h- 57cm x l- 26cm x w- 15cm
Price : $1250 each

Partners
soft form cast concrete, steel, gold leaf,
cotton thread, coloured oxide
Varied Sizes : h- 63cm x l- 20cm x w- 10cm
h- 60cm x l- 20cm x w- 10cm
Price : $1150 each

Black-bird
Cast concrete, steel, cotton, enamel paint,
gold leaf
h- 250mm x l- 270mm x w- 90mm
Price : $650 each
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titThe companion series , 2015,
mono type print,
Sizes : h- 340mm x l- 450mm
Price $ 450 each

The companion series , 2015,
cotton, etching pigment, sewing
thread
h- 430mm x l- 530mm
Price : $750

Jimmy
Cast concrete, steel, cotton
thread, enamel paint, gold leaf,
- sandblasted surface
h- 110mm x l- 270mm x w250mm
Price : $1850 each

The companion series, 2015,
Mono type print,
w- 340mm x h- 450mm
Price : $650

Pippie ( 2 piece )
Soft form cast concrete, steel, cotton
Varied Sizes : h- 80cm x l- 30cm x w- 30cm
Price : $850 each

Nurture 04
Repurposed object, vacuum formed
heat treated - anodized mylar skin
Size : h- 1m x l- .9m x d- .2
Price : $1,250

Cygnet
Soft form cast concrete, steel,
cotton thread, enamel paint
Varied Sizes : h- 370mm x l180mm x w- 110mm
Price : $650 each

Nurture 02
Repurposed object, vacuum formed &
heat treated - anodized mylar skin
Size : h- 1.3 x w-.7m x d-.2
Price : $1,250

Untitled , 2016, ( 4 works )
Soft form cast resin, steel, cotton, rock salt, iron
grit, rust, rice
Varied Sizes : h- 37cm x l- 18cm x w- 11cm
Price : $650 each
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Roh Singh
Melbourne Bitter
(Acrylic)
$1500 each

Totem For The Transient
$5500

Trumpet
(Acrylic)
$4400 (with plinth)

Basket Ball Net
(Acrylic)
$4400 (with Light Box)
Blind Carbon Copy
(Acrylic & Wood)
$4400
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Reverb Birds
(Acrylic & Wood)
$1850 each

Carbon copy
(Acrylic & Wood)
$4400
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Black Owl
(Acrylic)
$2200
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Pimpisa Tinpalit

A childlike sense of wonder animates Pimpisa Tinpalit’s sculptures. “I sculpt every day,” she says,
“and am always excited to find new methods.” That constant search for the new is found in the
unexpected combinations that form the basis of her pieces, from the mix of colours and textures to
the role that written language and found objects play. But the most unusual combinations found in
Tinpalit’s work are within their subjects. Using both bronze and fibreglass, she creates a surreal
universe in which otherworldly beings merge the characteristics of humans, animals and machines.
Artist tempers that aura of the unexpected with a balanced, composed feeling. “Colour brings
harmony to the forms I sculpt,” notes Tinpalit, and she uses her eye for colour to give her works a
dynamic flow that keeps the viewer’s eye in motion while bringing all of their various elements
together. In addition, the sculptor uses her skill at rendering a wide variety of textures to give each of
her pieces a vivid physicality, bringing her fantastic characters to full-blooded life. Inspired by her
desire to tell “the story of imagination,” Tinpalit successfully tells that story, and brings the viewer’s
imagination into it as well.
A native of Thailand, sculptor Pimpisa Tinpalit moved to Melbourne, Australia in 2009 where she has
established her studio. She holds a Master's Degree in Fine Art with emphasis on sculpture, and has
extensive art teaching experience in multiple Thai Universities. Her 15 years as a professional artist
have been showcased by several solo and group exhibitions in Thailand, Japan, Singapore, USA
Space
25x20x45 cm
Bronze
$3,200

&

The couple no.1
30x50x40 cm
Bronze
$3,200
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David Waters
David studied sculpture at RMIT and Victorian College of the Arts in the ’80s then stayed around
Melbourne until 2003 when he moved to Redesdale where he still lives and works.
Chicken
Foam
120 x 200 x 150cm
$9000

Koala.
Bronze
41x 27 x 29cm
$9700

8/ Marker. Wood
1250 x 550 x 250mm.
$3400

Mud on Belgium linen
1/ 47 x 54cm $1500
2/ 47.5 x 53cm $1500
3/ 61.5 x 67.5cm $1500
4/ 137x 83cm $3500
5/ 142 x 50cms $2400 (canvas)
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Silo
Bluestone
87 x 55 x 29cm
$6500
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Christabel Wigley
The use of colour and embedded reflective materials into biomorphic shapes is an on going
exploration in my work. These works are precariously stacked bone like objects, playing with the
chance of balance.
Christabel was born in Melbourne Australia in 1963, She completed her art studies in New York City
Hunter College And Independent study program at the Whitney Museum/ Studio program New
York City 1994. Christabel has been the recipient of various Art Awards including winning the
Montalto Sculpture prize in 2012. The Winner of the Mt Buller Peoples choice award 2013, the
Montalto Pennon hill peoples choice Award 2011, finalist at the Montalto Sculpture Award from
2009 to 2016. Christabel was a finalist in 2014 and up coming 2016 “Sculpture by the Sea, Bondi,
NSW and the Lorne Sculpture Biennale, VIC. She recently had a solo Exhibition on the Summit of Mt
Buller, VIC. Christabel has many public art works most recently installed at Queenscliff ferry Terminal
In 2012. Christabel is held in numerous Private Collections. www.christabelwigley.com.au

Knucklebones # 2 $ 4,500
Cypress, Aquaoil, glass safety spheres
and steel.
H: 110 x 57 x 27 ,
ON Plinth, 190 x 30 x 30
$ 4,500
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Cliff Burtt

Cliff Burtt is a sculptor with a career spanning over three decades. A graduate of RMIT in Fine Art,
his creative practice has included work as a writer, lecturer and freelance graphic designer, but his
primary focus has been in the sculptural field, and his preferred medium steel.
There are a range of techniques to build forms and shape this material, and Burtt concentrates on
one: fabrication using MIG (metal inert gas) arc welding. Both metal and technique are emblematic
of the modern era, used to fashion everything from buildings to transport to cooking implements. It
now also has a rich, century-old history as a fine art medium, and a much longer one in the field of
craft.
Burtt draws on these various histories and uses in his work, and in diverging bodies of work explores
the potential of this metal to suggest natural materials and forms when left to oxidize, and to reflect
the forms and finishes of the modern era with machine finishing techniques. Some of the works in
this latter category utilize other materials such as glass and brass.
As well as exhibiting smaller-scale studio pieces in individual and group shows, Burtt has completed
a number of public art commissions The latest, Buninyong Bivium, is located in the town of
Buninyong for the City of Ballarat. Other public works include Cord for the City of Monash, Camber
for the Parks & Wildlife Service, Tasmania, and Meniscus for the Maribyrnong Development
Corporation.
Cliff Burtt's work is held in numerous public and private collections. www.cliffburtt.com

Landscape
Steel
42 x126x16cm
$3600

&

Piscpective
Steel, glass
75 x 120x 41
$4400
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Tansit of Venus
Steel, glass, brass
51x39x21
$2400

Optical Instrument
Steel, glass
75 x120x
41cm
$4200
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Kepler
Steel
80 x 69 x 56
$3400

Cambered Arch
$4600
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Cambered Arch
Steel
78x72x32
$4,600

Surveilance
$2700

Botanical Study
Steel
44x126x18
$3200

The Plimsol Line
Steel
68x100x10
$2600

Equilibrium ( Girder Truss)
Steel
56x56x29cm
$2100

Lacunaescope
Steel, glass, brass
32x31x20cm
$3200

Maquette for a column
Mixed media
57x11x11

Julie Collins & Derek John
Julie and Derek have taken this opportunity to present a snap shot of work produce over the last 15
years. Over this time Julie and Derek have collaborated and developed series of works entitled With
Ownership Comes Great Responsibility, Ship of Fools, Shared Journey, Message to the World,
Rescue & Evidence Based Research. Within each series they explore issues which relate to mans
effect on the environment, asking the viewer to consider how they live within this planet.
Julie has been a professional sculptor since 1987, exhibiting across commercial, public and artists
run galleries. Derek is a steel fabricator by trade & has 30 years experience in assisting artists with
creative outcomes. He has been collaborating with Julie on sculptural projects since 2001. Julie has
exhibited in 25 Solo and 115 group exhibitions including collaboratively with Derek since 2001,
exhibiting both within Australia and Overseas. Their Sculptures are held in public and private
collections throughout Australia and internationally. www.djprojects.net

Witnesses # 1-10
Polyurethane, coal base
2m x 0.5m x 0.5m
$3,500 each ($20,000 for 10) suitable for outside

Evidence #1
Polyurethane
0.5m x 0.5m 0.5m
$ 500

&

Evidence #2
Polyurethane
0.5m x 0.5m 0.5m
$ 500

Evidence #2
Polyurethane
0.5m x 0.5m 0.5m
$ 500
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Cross-State Causal-Comparative
Mixed medium
60 x 60 x 20cm
$2,500

Elementary Science
40 x 40 x 20cm
Mixed Medium
$1,500

Targeted Place-Based Programs
Mixed medium
60 x 60 x 20cm
$2,500
Correlational
Mixed medium
60 x 60 x 20cm
$2,500

Personal Rescue Devices
Polyurethane
50 x 10 x 10 cm variable
$250 for the group

&
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Between us
Steel
30 x 20 x 15cm
700

Career
Steel
120 x 25 x 15cm
700

Waiting for Godot
Steel, wax, string & lead
30 x 90 x 20cm
1200

Flotsam
Steel 1
45 x 20 x 20 cm
$700

&

Jetsam
Steel 1
45 x 20 x 20 cm
$700

What lies beneath
Steel, wax string
30 x 20 x 15cm
700
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Unexpected Options for Self Rescue
Mixed media
6mt rope
1,200
Jetsam
$950

The Underlying Message
Steel, Bottles etc
1.5 x 2.4 x .6
6,500

Collective Message
Steel, wax, string & glass
30 x 95 x 20cm
2,200
Cargo
Steel
10 x 30 x 10 cm
$700

Drought
Steel & Earth
10 x 30 x 10 cm
$700

The Catch
Steel
30 x 20 x 15cm
700

Treasure ship
Steel, Wax & String
10 x 30 x 10 cm
$700

SOS Tools
Steel, String, Wax & Lead
10 x 30 x .5 cm
$300

Cargo
10x30x15cm
$700

Drought
10x15x30cm
700

Treasure
700

Flotsam
950

SOS
350

Personal rescue devices
50

Simon Perry
First exhibited in the prestigious Basil Sellers Prize in 2012 at the Ian Potter Gallery in
Melbourne, this sculpture was inspired by the now famous photograph taken by Ian Bradshaw
at Twickenham in England in 1974 at the rugby union match between England and France.
The photograph records a naked Australian, Michael O’Brian being escorted from the field by
three policemen. In the background an anonymous rugby official holding an overcoat can be
seen running in an attempt to catch up with the party and restore decorum to the scene. Like
the freeze frame in a film, this seemingly peripheral figure is forever caught midstride, the
fabric of his coat floats dynamically around him emphasizing his movement through space.
Although contemporary in theme this artwork makes reference to the sculptural language of
the baroque with its emphasis on the articulation of surface and light, transformation,
movement and time.
Simon Perry is an artist working in the field of Sculpture and Installation. He has received a
number of awards and prizes including the Prix de Rome for Sculpture and The Royal
Academy Gold Medal for Sculpture. He exhibits widely and has been commissioned to
produce a number of high profile public art works locally and internationally most recently his
work was featured in. Perry’s work is held in a number of public collections and private
collections.

Running man (large)
Material – Bronze
460 x 320 x 200cm
Edition of Three
$ 16,500

&

Study for Running Man
(small)
Bronze
x 10 x 8 cm
Edition of Ten
$3,800
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Liz Walker
Whether walking around my own neighborhood, by the coast or out in the bush, I’m constantly
amazed by the miracle of nature and can’t help collecting various discarded fragments to bring back
to the studio for further examination. These small pieces of wonder enable me to observe rich detail,
color variations and texture which I then transfer into individual works responding to the beauty,
fragility and vulnerability of the natural world.
Liz constructs sustainable sculpture and installations which explore current social and environmental
concerns-attempting to reconcile her own responses to an increasingly perplexing world through art
making. She works with found and recycled materials collected from around the inner city and rural
Victoria and is fascinated by the aesthetics of decay and the visual language created by the passage
of time; willingly exploiting this to magnify the underlying issues explored in her work. She has
exhibited widely in group and solo exhibitions, undertaken public artworks, received awards, grants
and residencies and her work is held in public and private collections in Australia, Japan, Malaysia
and Ireland. www.lizwalker.com.au

Flock
Recycled roofing iron and timber
h 52 x w 32 x d 26 cm
$600, plinth

Green bag #2
Recycled roofing iron, rivets,
polymer paint
$550

Green Bag #1
Recycled roofing iron, rivets,
h 96 x w 67 x d 26 cm
$700

&
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I go out walking #2
Recycled brass, wire, metal, roofing iron
h 14 x w 27 x d 32 cm
$600
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The landing
Recycled roofing iron, timber, found object, cotton thread
h 58 x w 37 x d 14 cm, plinth
$725

The tangle
Recycled wire, brass, roofing iron,
h 15 x w 28 x d 35 cm
$225

Walk in the bush
Recycled roofing iron
h 1 x w 25 x d 34 cm
$300

&

Walk in the park
Recycled roofing iron
h 1 x w 30 x d 38 cm
$300
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Jason Waterhouse
Jason Waterhouse’s sculptural practice is underpinned by ideas of contemporary architecture,
urbanization and how we live with the ‘stuff’ around us. In Waterhouse’s studio, ubiquitous objects
such as the body of a car, a gardener’s shed, pencils, tools and tree branches undergo a series of
interventions resulting in a hybridized object that occupies an uncanny space between the past and
the present, the natural and the manufactured. Tools of the Trade, Waterhouse presents a series of
everyday hand and power tools that have been seamlessly modified through a
number of varied sculptural interventions…
Jessica Bridgfoot 2016
Tools of the Trade
Jason Waterhouse competed a BFA in sculpture (Monash University) and completed Honors at the
VCA in 1999. Over the last 17 years Waterhouse has exhibited his work extensively throughout
Australia and, in 2005, was awarded the Moreland Sculpture Prize. Since then he has been exhibited
in the prestigious Helen Lempriere, the McLelland Sculpture Prize and the Melbourne Prize for Urban
Sculpture. Waterhouse has held solo exhibitions at Linden Contemporary, Yarra Sculpture Gallery,
Dark Horse Experiment, and Stockroom. Waterhouse’s work is held in significant private and public
collections and has been commissioned to create major public works for the
City of Ballarat and Hepburn Shire, Victoria. jasonwaterhouse.com
Shooting the Breeze
2016
antique shotgun barrel,
wood, polyester resin, paint
170 (h) x 23 (w) x 23 (d) cm
$ 1250 (including plinth)

&

Through the Woods
Antique tomahawk, wood,
polyester resin, acrylic paint
59 (h) x 15 (w) x 4 (d) cm
$990
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Fredrick White

Time Being was originally sculpted in 2002 the second of three work exploring the abstract
notion of the 'spirit’ and it's relationship to the material, attachment, mortality. This version
recast in 2016 is mounted in a bluestone plinth:- the spirit shape an extension of the volcanic
forces that formed it and still visible in the rock.
Countenance is a spontaneous work that had no preconceived idea behind it other than there
was a finite amount of the beautifully weathered steel to work with. Salvaged from a garage
demo the pipe structure follows on from many other works I have sculpted this way in the
last ten years. The work is designed to last for a long time outdoors.
Winged Grotto; I am the womb and the phallus; The burnt out tree and the wasted seed; The
ascending soul rising to the heavens; Reaching from the depths of the Earth.
Fredrick is a Melbourne based sculptor who works across a range of materials but uses them in a
very elemental way. His practice while based in an aesthetic language is really a philosophical
meditation into the nature of our connection to the Earth and each other both visible and
the invisible bonds that bind us to place our bodies and emotions.

Time Being
Cast Iron & Bluestone
157x30x30cm
Edition 6
$ 3,750
Countenance
Recycled Steel & White Cement
115x75x33cm
$ 1,800

&

Winged Grotto
Cast Iron & Bluestone
189 x 30 x 30 cm
$ 2,600
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Marsha Pels
Marsha Pels is internationally known for sculpture which includes a range of labor-intensive cast and
fabricated objects, multi-media installations and outdoor site-specific pieces. Her work explores the
transformation of found objects in a variety of materials. Ms. Pels defines spaces within site-specific
contexts in order to create poetically charged psychological landscapes.
Ms. Pels has won numerous awards including a 1981 Public Art Fund Grant, a Prix de Rome in 1984,
a Fullbright Senior Scholar award to Germany in 1997, a Pollock-Krasner Foundation grant in 2004,
and most recently; a 2013 Adolf and Esther Gottlieb Foundation Individual Support Grant.
Her work is included in collections such as Grounds for Sculpture, Hamilton, NJ, Thomas Olbricht
Stiftung, Berlin Germany, and the private collection of Dorothy and Lewis Cullman, New York, NY.
Ms. Pels lives and works in Brooklyn, NY. www.marshapels.com

To Sleep, To Dream
Foam, resin & sand
42 h x 67 w x 75 d cm
$ 4,500

&

To Rescue
Foam, Rubber, resin & sand
42 h x 67 w x 75 d cm
$ 4,500 Wall piece
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Mark Stoner
STONEWORK
Stonework is a selection of specific works. I have developed an enquiry into stone where I hope to
be able to offer an aesthetic appreciation both of the material and of the work of my hand.
This stonework explores the rock. Here I mean to engage the geomorphology of the particular rock
and in some way draw attention to its character. Onyx, alabaster, marble, each has unique
characteristics and there are many variations that reflect geology, time, strata, minerals, climate etc.
The ceramic works involve a study that is both macro and micro. At the same time as offering an
intricate aesthetic consideration, the works reference large, expansive contexts of actual and
imagined landscapes and environments. markstoner@me.com
White World
Ceramic
35 x 110 x 280 cm
$20 000
White Place
Ceramic
25 x 36 x 69 cm
$8000

Dimensional Stone 1
Marble, enamel paint
15 x 16 x 71 cm
$4000
Dimensional Stone 2
Marble, enamel paint
19 x 46 x 83 cm
$5000

Ripple
Marble
11 x 30 x 72 cm
$8000

&
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Classical North
Marble
22 x 29 x 50 cm
$3500
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Classical North
Marble
22 x 29 x 50 cm
$3500

Black Comb
Black marble
1.5 x 10 x 22 cm
$1400

Bridge
Marble
10 x 3 x 36 cm
$2600
Soft Form
Onyx
1.5 x 11 x 22.5 cm
$1400

Fishbone
Marble
0.7 x 16 x 27.5 cm
$1500

&

Touchstone
Marble
0.5 x 15 x 17 cm
$1200

Headstone
Marble
3 x 22 x 27 cm
$1900
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Jodie Goldring
The verb inhabit comes from the Old French enhabiter, meaning to “dwell in”
1: to occupy as a place of settled residence or habitat: live in <inhabit a small house
2: to be present in or occupy in any manner or form <the human beings who inhabit this tale
3: to exist or be situated within; dwell in
4: weird notions inhabit her mind
I was born in Darwin in 1971. My family left after Cyclone Tracey and I grew up in Pemberton,
Western Australia. As a young adult I travelled Australia and studied in South Gippsland, where I
completed a Diploma and then Bachelor (Monash University) of Visual Art. In 2001, I moved to
Melbourne where I exhibited in solo and group exhibitions for over a decade. From 2005, I taught
secondary students a range of art subjects at Billanook College for a period of 7 years. In 2012 I
moved to the Central Highlands and made the transition to Primary Art Specialist. In 2016 I have
been working with people with disabilities in an Independent Living Skill Program run by a not for
profit organisation called Pinarc that is located in Ballarat. I am enjoying gradually setting up my
studio and teaching adults basketry techniques at local neighbourhood houses.
www.jodiegoldring.com.au

Inhabit
Wood, copper, steel, cane, raffia, rusting agents
and polyester and cotton thread.
27cm wide x 25cm deep x 28cm high
$2600

&
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Frank Veldz & Suzanne Donisthorpe
This work is revealed when the handle is turned by the viewer. A flickering image appears. It is a
sculpture of a young child lying face down- a memorial to the Syrian refugee Aylan Kurdi whose small
body was found washed up on a Greek beach.
That image illuminated the human face of the ongoing refugee crisis for a flickering moment.
The figure of the child is made from shredded Tattslotto tickets - a reference to the part chance plays in
where you are born and how you will live.
The image is frail and brightens the faster the wheel is turned and disappears altogether when the
motion stops.
The piece is a meditation on the precarious nature of chance and the fragile connections that bind us
together.
Frank Veldze and Suzanne Donisthorpe specialise in large scale and immersive sculptures and
installations that encourage audience engagement. They are interested in notions of home and place.
Frank’s day job is as a fabricator of large bronze sculptures at the Fundere Fine Art Foundry in West
Footscray. Suzanne is also a novelist and freelance journalist. She worked for ABC Radio National for 22
years. Her book getting Up was published by Pan MacMillan in 2013 under the pen name SD Thorpe.
Suzanne and Frank currently host ArtSwank on Main FM.
www.frankveldze.com.au

Prayer Wheel
Glass, metal, photographic transparencies, wind up
radio parts, L.E.D lights, acrylic sheet.
40cm x 30cm x 15 cm
$5,000

&

Excuse Me While I Kiss the Sky
Perspex, transparencies, led lights, metal.
Dimensions- 90cm x 90cm x 90
$6,000
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Ryan F Kennedy
Ryan F Kennedy is a multi-disciplinary artist from the United States who now lives and works in
Victoria, Australia. Creating intimate and immersive art works expressing the artist observations on
social and political discourse. Persistently questioning and challenging core beliefs to create a sense
of oneness well beyond the boarders of our social conditioning. RFK’s multi-form practice traverses
mixed media, sculpture, performance, video, and poetry all forged in a de-commodified sense of
time and space. RFK exhibited in both the Sculpture and Performance categories for the 2016 Lorne
Sculpture Biennale. His poetic sculpture "Shed" was the winner of the Democracy Award; granting
him a Solo Exhibition at the Museum of Australian Democracy at Eureka.
Commonunity
800 X 800 Mm
Wood / Copper / Linen / Nails
Polyurthane
650$ (Gst Na)

Free’d-dumb
1200 X 500 Mm
Concrete / Metal / Wood /
Copper / Polyurthane
650$ (Gst Na)

Home-land
260 X 320 Mm
Linen / Steel / Wood
250$ (Gst Na)

Land Home
450 X 570 Mm
Concrete / Steel & Copper Wire
Polyurethane
250$ (Gst Na)

&

Looking-glass
750 X 1100 Mm
Linen / Steel Wire
Perspex / Polyurethane
650$ (Gst Na)
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Realnation-relation
450 X 500 Mm
Linen / Steel / Polyurethane
250$ (Gst Na)
Weave-study-610258
580 X 580 Mm
Linen / Copper / Paper
Wood / Polyurethane
250$ (Gst Na)

Weave-study-6102236
440 X 500 Mm
Linen / Polyurethane / Steel
250$ (Gst Na)

Wood-you
370 X 430mm
Linen / Steel Wire
Wood / Polyurethane
250$ (Gst Na)

Zero
480 X 800mm
Linen / Steel
250$ (Gst Na)

&
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Pell-vick
570 X 300 Mm
Linen / Wood / Bone Steel / Cotton / Polyurethane
250$ (Gst Na)
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B-A-SHED
400 X 500 X 600 MM
(2/3 EDITIONS) *** PRINT
VARIES WITH EACH
LINEN / WOOD / PERSPEX
$1200

SHOULD-YOU
900 X 300 MM
WOOD / COPPER
250$

REAL-NATION
1150 X 270 MM
WOOD / COPPER / STEEL
250$ (GST NA)

Arcade Sculptures
Geoff Ricardo
Tall tales
painted and patnated
copper
186.0 x 103.0 x 55.0 cm
$12,500.00

Christabel Wigley
Knucklebones # 2 $ 4,500
Cypress, Aquaoil, glass
safety spheres and steel.
H: 110 x 57 x 27 ,
ON Plinth, 190 x 30 x 30
$ 4,500

Mark Cuthbertson
Subterraneous l - in
transparent yellow.
Mixed media
Size : h- 2m x l- 1.7m x w.6
Price : $1,550

Subterraneous ll - in pale
yellow. Mixed Media
Size : h- 1.7m x l- 1.4m x
w- .6m
Price : $1,450
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$12,500.00
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safety spheres and steel.
H: 110 x 57 x 27 ,
ON Plinth, 190 x 30 x 30
$ 4,500

Mark Cuthbertson
Subterraneous l - in
transparent yellow.
Mixed media
Size : h- 2m x l- 1.7m x w.6
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Subterraneous ll - in pale
yellow. Mixed Media
Size : h- 1.7m x l- 1.4m x
w- .6m
Price : $1,450

